
Stand Out with Live Shipper Connectivity

FULL TRUCKLOAD
Connect with your partners 
to automate and manage 

the end-to-end FTL 
lifecycle in real time.

LESS THAN TRUCKLOAD
Easily connect with and 

compare LTL partners to find 
the best shipping options at 
the best price for your load.

LOCAL CARRIER
Quickly connect with hundreds 

of local carriers through a 
single API to provide Amazon-

level delivery solutions.

World-Class Innovation. Powerful Connectivity. Unrivaled Results.

®

Live Connections for LTL Carriers
Find out how Live Connections, Banyan’s premier connectivity platform, gives Less 
Than Truckload Carriers a competitive edge in today’s shipping logistics market.

Replace tedious manual processes, static rate tables and outdated EDI technology with 
live API connectivity to secure and manage shipments faster and more efficiently.

Whether you’re using your dispatch system or are looking to invest in a technology 
solution through a leading Banyan partner, Live Connections will plug you into the 
TMS community — connecting you with shippers across North America in real time for 
instant, two-way communication.

• Improve operating efficiency with partner carriers through live 
rating, tendering, tracking, image documents, and invoicing

• Automate dispatch and electronic bills of lading (EBOL)

• Leverage dynamic pricing to maximize asset utilization and reduce 
single-bill pickups



Banyan’s Live Connections platform provides more than your average API partner. After 
all, APIs are just one part of the total picture of live carrier connectivity. 

Live Connections easily integrates with the systems your business is already using for 
seamless operations — including Dispatch, Quickbooks, and ERP — to facilitate live rating, 
end-to-end tracking, invoicing, and documentation functionality, all through the same API.

The Banyan Difference

Provide competitive rates and land more business with the industry’s first true dynamic 
pricing tool. Create custom rules to make adjustments at the lane level to a filtered cross 
section of your client base. Offer client- and contract-specific pricing adjustments based 
on load attributes and client behaviors. These adjustments appear directly in your client’s 
workflow as they’re making routing decisions.

Connect with hundreds of local carriers across the country quickly and easily to provide 
in-demand shipping solutions including: wider regional coverage, faster shipping speeds, 
specialty services including white glove, assistance with late and missed pickups, and 
expanded delivery and return options.

Local Carrier

Intelligent Pricing

To request more information on Live Connections or arrange a demonstration, 
contact a Banyan Technology connectivity expert at:

sales@banyantechnology.com or 800.835.1274

ABOUT BANYAN TECHNOLOGY 
Headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio, Banyan Technology is North America’s leading provider 
of live carrier and API connectivity for transportation management. With over 2,000 
TL, LTL, Local and Parcel carrier connections and 34,000 client locations accessing the 
application, Banyan Technology provides commercial shippers, brokers, and 3PLs with 
unparalleled access to carrier data. These connections boost efficiency, improve visibility 
and deliver permanent reductions in shipping costs.

GET CONNECTED. 
31011 Viking Parkway, Westlake, OH 44145 / www.banyantechnology.com

Find Out How You Can Get Connected

More Than 34,000 Users Trust Banyan’s Award-Winning Software


